
NATURE’S KINGDOM – Episode I
The Husband

By Scott Rice, Mark Allen, Kelly Allen

Theme:  Marriage/Family

Scripture References: Colossians 3:19: Ephesians 5:25

Characters:   Three (one male, one female, one either gender)
Host
Husband
Wife

Tone:  Light

Synopsis:   In the format of a “discovery” program, the audience studies the habits of a boorish
husband

Running Time:  Three minutes

Set: Chair

Props:   TV remote control
    Laundry basket filled with shirts, etc.
   Optional – safari hat and vest for Host

HOST : (to audience )Good Morning and welcome to Nature’s Kingdom, the show that gives you a peek

at exotic creatures in their natural environment.   Today we take a look at one of the rarest and

most exotic creatures known to roam the earth:  the married man, commonly referred to as the

Husband.

We find this week’s specimen in his natural habitat, the living room sofa, participating in his

favorite pastime, watching the television.  Let’s observe and see what happens . . .

(HUSBAND is sitting on a chair.  He is very absorbed in what is happening on the television screen in

front of him.  He holds a remote control in one hand and a can drink in the other.  Throughout

the scene his eyes never leave the television set. )
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The Wife
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Theme:  Marriage/Family
Scripture References: Proverbs 31:10-12
Characters:   Three (one male, one female, one either gender)

Host
Husband
Wife

Tone:  Light
Synopsis:   In this episode, the tables are turned as the audience does a study of an insensitive,

domineering wife.
Running Time:  Three minutes
Set: Chair
Props:   TV remote control

    Laundry basket filled with shirts, etc.
   Optional – safari hat and vest for Host

HOST: Good Morning and welcome to Nature’s Kingdom, the show that gives you a peek at exotic

creatures in their natural environment.   Today we look at one of the most cunning and dangerous

creatures on earth:  the Wife. Let’s observe this magnificent creature in action  as she prepares

for this morning’s hunt . . .

 (WIFE is standing on stage with a large clipboard.   A laundry basket full  of clothes sits on the floor

next to her. HUSBAND enters carrying a grocery bag.)

HUSBAND: Hey Honey, I’m home . . .

 (HUSBAND tries to give wife a peck on the cheek.

WIFE wipes kiss away with hand and continues with her clipboard.)

HOST: Nothing must distract the female from her goal of dominating her prey.

HUSBAND: You won’t believe what happened at work today.  I got this phone call from . . .

WIFE: (abruptly cutting him off) That’s nice.  Did you get your check or not??

HUSBAND: Sure.  Here . . .
HOST: The female assesses the weakness of her prey . . .
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Theme:  Parenting/Family

Scripture References: Ephesians 6:1-3

Characters:   Three (one male, one female, one either gender)
Host
Husband
Wife

Tone:  Light

Synopsis:   In the format of a “discovery” program, the audience studies the habits of an 
irreverent teenager

Running Time:  Three minutes

Set: Chair

Props:   Boom box with very loud rock music playing
    Magazine – “Rolling Stone”
    Laundry basket filled with shirts, etc.
   Optional – safari hat and vest for Host

HOST: Good Morning and welcome to Nature’s Kingdom, the show that gives you a peek at exotic

creatures in their natural environment.   We have a special episode for you today.  This morning,

we will get a rare peek into one of the most bizarre cultures on the face of the earth: that of the

American Child.

We find this week’s specimen deep within the recesses of his natural environment,  his room,

participating in a bizarre tribal ritual.  Let’s observe . ..


